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Abstract

In this paper, the conventional method of establishing spatial channel models (SCMs) based on measurements is extended by in⁃
cluding clusters⁃ of⁃ scatterers (CoSs) that exist along propagation paths. The channel models resulted utilizing this new method
are applicable for generating channel realizations of reasonable spatial consistency，which is required for designing techniques
and systems of the fifth generation wireless communications. The scatterers’locations are estimated from channel measurement
data obtained using large⁃ scale antenna arrays through the Space⁃ Alternating Generalized Expectation⁃ Maximization (SAGE) al⁃
gorithm derived under a spherical wavefront assumption. The stochastic properties of CoSs extracted from real measurement data
in an indoor environment are presented.
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1 Introduction
hannel modeling based on extensive measurement
campaigns is important for characterizing wave
propagations in real environments [1]. High⁃reso⁃
lution channel estimation algorithms, such as the

Space ⁃ Alternating Generalized Expectation ⁃ Maximization
(SAGE) [2], [3] and Richter’s Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(RiMAX) algorithms [4], are widely adopted for processing
channel measurement data. These algorithms are derived from
generic parametric multipath models under the specular ⁃path
assumption [5], i.e. the dominant components in a channel are
contributed by electromagnetic waves propagating along specu⁃
lar paths with planar wavefront when impinging the antenna ar⁃
rays in the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) [2], [6], [7].
An individual path can be described with the delay, direction
(including azimuth and elevation) of departure (DoD), direction

of arrival (DoA), complex⁃valued 2x2 dual⁃polarization matrix,
and non ⁃ zero Doppler frequency in the case where the mea⁃
surement environment is non ⁃ static [8], [9]. By grouping the
paths in a channel as clusters [10], spatial channel models (SC⁃
Ms) are established based on the statistics of path clusters.
Typical SCMs are those specified in 3GPP TR25.996 [11], the
WINNER II SCM⁃enhanced model [12], IMT⁃Advanced mod⁃
els [13], and COST 2100 models [14], [15].

Recently, channel modeling for designing the fifth genera⁃
tion (5G) wireless communication techniques and systems has
been paid much attention [3], [16]- [19]. Spatial channels are
exploited unprecedentedly in numerous 5G transmission tech⁃
niques, such as the massive multiple ⁃ input multiple ⁃ output
(MIMO) system using large⁃scale antenna arrays. The so⁃called
“spatial consistency”property arises as a new characteristics
which has not been effectively modeled in the conventional SC⁃
Ms. Spatial consistency refers to the inherent relationship of
channels observed by a user equipment (UE) in consecutive
snapshots or drops when the UE moves in a clutter environ⁃
ment [17, Sect. 2.1]. In order to generate channels with reason⁃
able spatial consistency, a 5G channel model needs to take in⁃
to account the distribution of scatterers in the environment, a
property yet considered in the conventional SCM modeling. To
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construct models of spatial consistency, the project“Mobile
and Wireless Communications Enablers for the Twenty⁃Twenty
Information Society (METIS)”has been proposed to include
the geometric locations of the scatterers involved in the first
and last hops of each path in SCMs [17]. Such a modeling strat⁃
egy was adopted for establishing the initial map⁃based ray⁃trac⁃
ing model, where the locations of scatterers are predicted by
using a simple geometry⁃based method from the map of an en⁃
vironment. However, the map⁃based ray⁃tracing models are too
site⁃specific to generate channel realizations in general cases.
It is necessary to build measurement ⁃ based models that take
into account the scatterers involved along paths estimated
through channel sounding in real environments.

Recently, an algorithm of scatterer localization dedicated for
MIMO channel sounding was introduced in [20]. This algo⁃
rithm was derived under a spherical wavefront assumption and
applicable for estimating the scatterers’locations along propa⁃
gation paths. More specifically, this algorithm estimates two
more distance parameters in addition to the conventional DoD,
DoA, delay and Doppler frequency. These new parameters are
the distance between the center of the Tx antenna array to the
scatterer in the first hop, and the distance between the center
of the Rx antenna array to the scatterer in the last hop of a
path. The estimates of these distance parameters can be used
together with the DoD and DoA to determine the location of the
scatterers involved in the first and last hops of the path respec⁃
tively. Experimental results illustrated in [20] clearly demon⁃
strate the effectiveness of this algorithm applied to processing
measurement data collected using large⁃scale antenna arrays.

In this paper, we illustrate for the first time, an example of
establishing channel models involving cluster of scatterers. We
adapt the algorithm derived in [20] for estimating the scatterers’
locations from single ⁃ input multiple ⁃ output (SIMO) channel
measurements. A large⁃scale antenna array of 121 elements is
used in the receiver side. The clusters of scatterers (CoSs) are
extracted and their statistical properties are discussed. This
knowledge can be incorporated into the frameworks of SCMs to
associate each group of paths with two sets of scatterers locat⁃
ed respectively in the first and last hops of the paths. The nov⁃
elty of this work lies in the following aspects: 1) a new frame⁃
work of SCMs for reproducing spatial⁃consistency by including
the statistics of CoSs; and 2) an experimental example illustrat⁃
ing the procedure of establishing the CoS ⁃ included channel
models. The enhanced SCMs resulted are applicable of gener⁃
ating non⁃stationary channel realizations for many 5G propaga⁃
tion scenarios, such as in the cases of massive MIMO, and of
device to device communications with link ends surrounded by
scatterers in their proximity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefl
y reviews the scatterer localization algorithm derived based on
the spherical wavefront assumption. In Section 3, the modeling
procedure of including CoSs into SCMs is introduced. Section
4 elaborates the behavior of CoSs extracted from real measure⁃

ments using a large⁃scale Rx antenna array in indoor environ⁃
ments. Finally, conclusive remarks are addressed in Section 5.

2 Spherical⁃Wavefront⁃Based Scatterer
Localization Algorithm
The planar wave assumption has been widely used for deriv⁃

ing high ⁃ resolution channel parameter estimation algorithms.
This assumption is only valid when the scatterer deviates from
an antenna array larger than the Rayleigh distance d Rayleigh=2D 2/ λ ,
where D in meters is the aperture of the array and λ repre⁃
sents the wavelength of the carrier [21, Chapter 2.2.3]. In the
scenarios where an antenna array has a sufficiently large aper⁃
ture, the distance from the array to a scatterer may be less than
d Rayleigh. As a result, the planar wavefront assumption is inappro⁃
priate because the wavefront observed at the locations of indi⁃
vidual antennas is non⁃uniform.
Fig. 1 illustrates a diagram of a wave incident to the Rx ar⁃

ray when the scatterer that interacts with the wave deviates
from the array center with a distance less than d Rayleigh. It should
be noticed that the planar array plotted in Fig. 1 is only used
as an example. The antenna array has various configurations,
such as spherical or cubic. The analysis in the following is con⁃
ducted regardless of the exact shape of the array. It is obvious
from Fig. 1 that when the scatterer is viewed as a point, the
DoA of the ℓth path observed by the nth Rx antenna is deter⁃
mined by the antenna’s location rRx,n and the location sRx, l of
the scatterer involved in the last hop of the path. In another
word, the DoAs of the ℓth path observed at all Rx antennas co⁃
incide with the radial directions of the antenna positions in a
spherical coordinate system with the origin located at sRx, l .
Similar effect can be observed for the Tx antenna array in the
case where the scatterer involved in the first hop of a path is so
close to the Tx antenna array that the DoD observed at a Tx an⁃

▲Figure 1. Diagram of a wave impinging to the Rx array with a
spherical wavefront when the distance dRx,l < d Rayleigh. A similar diagram
can be made for the Tx array side.
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tenna is determined by the position rTx,m of the Tx antenna and
the location sTx, l of the scatterer. The phenomenon of wave
propagating with spherical wavefronts is often observed in the
MIMO channel obtained by using large ⁃ scale antenna arrays.
Since a planar wave can be viewed as a special case of waves
with spherical wavefront when the distance between the scatter⁃
er emitting the wave and an antenna array is larger than d Rayleigh ,
a new spherical⁃wavefront generic multipath model can be pro⁃
posed and applied for parameter estimation of all paths in the
channel [20]. The advantage of applying spherical ⁃ wavefront
model is that the estimated parameters of a path can be used to
localize the 3⁃dimensional (3D) locations of scatterers involved
in the first and last hops of the paths.

The spherical wavefront assumption relies on the condition
that the scatterer is a point source that has infinitesimal small
volume. Thus, localization of a scatterer by using parameter es⁃
timates obtained under a spherical wavefront is accurate in the
case where the physical extent of the scatterer is sufficiently
small. However, this is not usually the case in reality. For ex⁃
ample, in the scenario where scatterers are spaced closely
along an edge as depicted in Fig. 2, due to the limited resolu⁃
tion of the measurement system in both direction and range
[22], it is difficult to resolve these scatterers individually.
Thus, the estimated 3D⁃location of a scatterer under the spheri⁃
cal wavefront assumption may not correspond to the exact loca⁃
tion of any of these scatterers. Furthermore, the estimation re⁃
sult could be varying from snapshot to snapshot if the measure⁃
ments involve random variations of the environment. In the
case where the estimated locations of scatterers are close
enough, they can be grouped as a CoS and used to describe the
distribution of the scatterers along the paths which exhibit sim⁃
ilar parameters.

It is worth mentioning that in the case where the true scatter⁃
ers involved in the first or last hop of a path are located on a
smooth surface where specular reflections occur, the localiza⁃
tion of a scatterer under the spherical wavefront assumption
can be erroneous significantly. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of

such a scenario, where every antenna in the Rx array receives
the wave reflected by different points on the smooth surface.
The estimated 3D location of the scatterer under the spherical
wavefront assumption corresponds to the image of the point
scatterer with the smooth surface being the mirror. Although
the scatterer localization does not provide correct results in
such a case, from propagation point of view, the estimated scat⁃
terer still provides the contribution equivalent with the true
scatterer to the propagation channel. Thus, the CoS formed by
the estimated image ⁃ scatterers remains important for being
considered in channel characterization.

3 SCMs Enhanced by Incorporating CoSs
The positions of scatterers in an environment can be used to

predict channel characteristics via ray ⁃ tracing [23] or graph ⁃
modeling [24]. Similarly, the spatial consistency of channels
observed in consecutive snapshots when a UE moves, or the
non⁃stationarity of channel observed from different antennas in
massive MIMO scenarios, can be reproduced based on the dis⁃
tribution of scatterers in the environment and their relation⁃
ships with the propagation paths. In order to generate non⁃sta⁃
tionary channels with reasonable spatial consistency, the con⁃
ventional SCMs established with multipath clusters need to in⁃
corporate the stochastic characteristics of the scatterers, or
CoSs in the first and last hops of paths.

Parameterizing CoS⁃incorporated SCMs requires localization
of the scatterers along multipath. This cannot be effectively
performed through conventional MIMO channel measurements
that adopt antenna arrays with small apertures, usually less▲Figure 2. Multiple scatterers located along an edge in a small region.

▲Figure 3. A smooth surface introducing specular reflection for the
impinging wave.
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than 3 to 4λ [10, Ch. 9.2]. In many recently conducted mea⁃
surement campaigns for massive MIMO channel characteriza⁃
tion [25], [26], large⁃scale antenna arrays with apertures about
dozens of wavelengths are applied. This facilitates the usage of
spherical ⁃ wavefront estimation algorithms, like that proposed
in [20] for extracting the locations of the scatterers, and then in⁃
corporates the characteristics of CoSs to SCMs. Some proposals
are raised in the following for the exact procedure of including
the stochastic behaviors of CoSs into SCMs.

The procedure of establishing an SCM incorporating the
characteristics of CoSs is similar with that adopted for generat⁃
ing the standard SCMs [10], [12]. First, the measurement cam⁃
paigns that make use of large⁃scale antenna arrays are conduct⁃
ed. In order to create sufficient randomness in the observa⁃
tions, the scatterers in the measurement environment need to
be slightly moved in small ranges in measurement snapshots.
Then, the measurement data is processed by using the channel
parameter estimation algorithm derived under the spherical
wavefront assumption, e.g. the SAGE algorithm [20]. The esti⁃
mated paths are then clustered based on the parameter esti⁃
mates that include the conventional geometrical parameters
and the distances from the center of Tx array and of Rx array to
the scatterers involved in the first and last hops of the path as
well. Once the multipath clusters are obtained, the locations of
the scatterers for the paths assigned in the same cluster are cal⁃
culated, and the CoSs involved in the first and last hops of
paths respectively are obtained. Based on the characteristics of
a large number of estimated CoSs extracted from measurement
data, the statistical parameters characterizing the stochastic be⁃
haviors of the first⁃hop and last⁃hop CoSs, e.g. the 3D extent of
CoS and the distributions of scatterers in CoS, are calculated
and included as parts of the CoS⁃incorporated SCMs.

When using the CoS ⁃ incorporated SCMs to create random
channel realizations, the clusters of paths are first generated
randomly. For a cluster, the values of distances between the
center of the Tx antenna array and scatterers involved in the
first hops of these paths are then generated based on the statis⁃
tics of the first ⁃hop CoSs. By assigning these distances to the
paths in the cluster randomly, the positions of the scatterers in
the first hops of paths can be calculated. Similar approaches
can be applied to find the positions of the scatterers involved
in the last hops of the paths. When the UE moves, or different
Tx or Rx antennas in a large⁃scale array are selected, the corre⁃
sponding channel is calculated based on the path parameters
updated with the new positions of the UE, or the positions of
the Tx and Rx antennas in the array respectively.

4 Experimental Results for Characteristics
of CoSs
Recently, a measurement campaign for characterizing CoSs

has been conducted in an office environment in Toshiba Re⁃
search Europe ltd., Bristol, UK. The Toshiba Medav ultra⁃wide⁃

band (UWB) sliding⁃correlator channel sounder was applied in
the measurements. A SIMO configuration was considered with
the Tx equipped with a UWB biconical omnidirectional anten⁃
na and the Rx with a 121⁃element virtual planar antenna array.
The sounding signal is generated by using a pseudo⁃noise m⁃
sequence of 4095 chips, with bandwidth B = 500 MHz and cen⁃
ter frequency of 9.5 GHz. The Rx antenna is an omni⁃direction⁃
al biconical antenna, which is attached to an extendible fiber⁃
glass mast mounted with the movable part of a high⁃accuracy
positioner. The Rx antenna moves along the vertices of 11 × 11
grids to form a virtual antenna array with positioning errors
less than 1.2 μm. Each grid is square with edge on one side
equal to half the wavelength of the wave with carrier frequency
of 9.5 GHz. The vibration caused by relocating the antenna is
minimized by calibrating the acceleration and de⁃acceleration
of the motors. After the positioner reaches the desired location,
the sounder waits for an additional period of approximately 1 s
before measuring. This delay allows any residual vibration to
dissipate before capturing CIRs. During the measurements, the
environment was kept stationary, the Tx antenna was fixed
with height of 1.2 m above the office floor, and the virtual Rx
antenna array was located in a horizontal plane which is 1.8 m
above the floor.

The measurements were conducted in a room which has the
dropped ceiling made of polystyrene faux tile. The floor is a
metallic structure covered with carpet tiles. The room has two
glass walls, two slat walls, and some office furniture including
metallic bench desks and shelves. Fig. 4a illustrates a photo⁃
graph of the Rx antenna and the positioner in the office, and
Fig. 4b shows the photograph of both the Tx and the Rx anten⁃
nas.

The SAGE algorithm derived in [20] was adapted to the SI⁃
MO case considered here. Thus, only the scatterers involved in
the last hops of paths can be localized. Furthermore, as the Rx
array is located horizontally, the estimation algorithm cannot
distinguish whether the waves arrive above or below the plane.
In such a case, the estimation range of the elevation of arrival
(EoA) is limited to [ 90o, 180o ], i.e. below the array plane.
However, it is likely that the paths with true EoA within
[ 0o, 90o ] are estimated with an EoA symmetric to the true an⁃
gle with respect to the array plane. The azimuth of arrival esti⁃
mation range is set to [ -180o, 180o ]. The number L of paths
to be estimated is set to 40. It should be noticed that the num⁃
ber of paths can be estimated by applying the Akaike Informa⁃
tion Criterion or Minimum Length Description principle [27].
In this preliminary study, we choose to set a large value for L
as we usually did in many other works on high⁃resolution path
parameter estimation [2], [28]. Furthermore, only vertical polar⁃
ization is considered for estimating the complex attenuations of
paths as both Tx and Rx antennas are vertically polarized in
the measurements.

Since the SAGE algorithm is applied to estimate L = 40
paths per measurement snapshot, from totally 10 measurement
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snapshots, we obtain the parameter estimates of 400 paths.
During these measurement snapshots, the locations of the Tx
antenna and Rx array are kept fi xed, and the environment is
unchanged. The randomness in each snapshot is generated by
the thermal noise in the measurement equipment. Strictly
speaking, the randomness should be generated by slightly
changing the environment. A clustering algorithm similar to
that introduced in [29] is applied to gather the paths as clus⁃
ters. Totally 53 CoSs are found. Fig. 5 depicts the locations of
scatterers calculated based on the multipath parameter esti⁃
mates. The spots plotted with same color and same legend
marks in Fig. 5 represent the scatterers in the same CoS. These
CoSs may not correspond exactly to the true scatterers involved
in the last hops of paths due to specular reflections caused by
smooth surfaces existing in the environment, as discussed in
Section 2. Thus, it is possible that the distance between a CoS
and the Rx array is larger than the physical size of the office
where the measurements were conducted. From channel model⁃
ing point of view, all the CoSs extracted from the data need to
be considered for constructing the stochastic channel model re⁃
gardless whether the location of an estimated CoS coincides
with real scatterers in the environment.

Based on the parameter estimates
obtained from multiple snap ⁃ shots,
the so⁃called inter⁃and intra⁃CoS sta⁃
tistical properties are extracted. The
inter ⁃CoS property is referred to as
the distribution of the CoSs’cen⁃
troid in a 3D coordinate system. In
our case where the sounding signal
has 500 MHz bandwidth and center
frequency of 9.5 GHz, the estimated
CoSs involved in the last hops of
paths are distributed within the 3D
volume of 15 m ×15 m ×6 m. It is
obvious that these dimensions are

larger than the extents of the office. We postulate that this is
because some CoSs are actually the images of real scatterers in
the office due to reflections on the smooth walls.

Another inter⁃CoS property investigated is the empirical dis⁃
tribution of the distance d͂ between the CoS centroid and the
center of Rx antenna array. Fig. 6 illustrates the empirical oc⁃
currence frequency (EOF) of the distance d͂ . Fig. 6 shows that
d͂ is distributed with two local maxima located at 2 m and 8 m
respectively. This, according to our conjecture, is due to the
reason that some scatterers in the environment exist on the ceil⁃
ing and around the positioner in the vicinity of the Rx array
and others are mainly distributed on the outskirts of the office.
The former scatterers create the concentration of d͂ around 2
m, and the latter lead to the higher occurrence frequency at 8
m. It is worth mentioning that the EOF of d͂ observed in these
measurements seem to justify the assumption adopted in some
channel simulations based on sum⁃of⁃sinusoids (SoS), i.e. the
scatterers are distributed along multiple rings centered at the
ends of a communication link [30], [31].

An intra⁃CoS property considered here is the average empiri⁃
cal EOF of the deviation ď of the scatterers in a cluster from
the centroid of the cluster. Fig. 7 depicts the empirical EOFs
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▲Figure 5. The results of CoSs obtained from estimation results.
▲Figure 6. Empirical occurrence frequency of the distances of the
centers of the CoSs to the center of the Rx antenna array.

(a) View from the Tx

▲Figure 4. The indoor environment where the measurements were conducted.
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of ď obtained in two scenarios. The probability density func⁃
tion (PDF) of a Laplacian distribution fitted to the empirical da⁃
ta is also demonstrated in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the
EOF graph is symmetric with respect to ď = 0 m. The Lapla⁃
cian PDF with position parameter μ = 0 m and scaling param⁃
eter b = 3.24 exhibits certain deviations from the EoF. We pos⁃
tulate that this is because of the insufficient number of samples
collected in the study. From Fig. 7 we conclude that the scat⁃
terers in a CoS are distributed symmetrically with respect to
the CoS’s centroid with standard deviation of 2b ≈4 cm in
the office environment considered.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a new strategy of incorporating the locations of

scatterers into SCM was proposed which is applicable provided
the channel measurements are conducted with large⁃scale an⁃
tenna arrays. In this scheme, a spherical wavefront parameter
estimation algorithm is adopted to extract the distance from the
center of transmitting antenna array to the scatterers involved
in the first hop of the path, and the distance from the center of
receiving antenna array to the scatterers involved in the last
hop of the path. These two distance parameters together with
direction of departure and direction of arrival can be used to lo⁃
calize scatterers at the first and last hops of the path respective⁃
ly. The SCM incorporating the statistical characteristics of
CoSs is applicable for generating channel realizations in multi⁃
ple drops with demanded spatial consistency when an user
equipment moves, or for non ⁃ stationary spatial channels ob⁃
served through different antennas in massive MIMO scenarios.
Channel measurement data were collected by using a Toshiba
ultra⁃wideband sounder equipped an 11×11 virtual receiver an⁃
tenna array and sounding signals of 500 MHz bandwidth at
center frequency of 9.5 GHz. These data have been applied to

illustrate the modeling procedure for the characteristics of
CoSs. Based on the parameter estimates obtained from multi⁃
ple snapshots, the inter ⁃CoS and intra⁃CoS statistical proper⁃
ties were extracted, including the distribution of the centroid of
CoSs, and the distribution of scatterers in individual CoSs for
the indoor environment considered in the measurements. This
work can supply significant guidelines for conducting measure⁃
ments and modeling channels aiming at reproducing the spatial⁃
consistency by including the statistical information of environ⁃
ments.
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PDF: probability density function

▲Figure 7. Empirical occurrence frequency of the deviation ď of
scatterers from CoS centroid in two scenarios. Laplacian PDFs are
fitted with the empirical data.
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